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The question is urgent, for we are just now in the 
middle of the great story, and the ending is still 

being written. Will it be a happy ending?

T H E R ET U R N OF T H E K I NG
Near the end of J. R. R. Tolkien’s epic tale, The Lord of the Rings, the 
true king Aragorn returns to claim his rightful throne in the city of Minas 
Tirith. A climactic battle has brought doom for the evil power and the 
beginning of a new age. Sound familiar? It ought to, for we too are part 
of a great (true!) story in which the rightful king comes to defeat the evil 
that darkens this world and to establish His kingdom.

All the best stories, writes John Eldredge, share similar elements. All 
have a beginning that beckons us to sit and listen in fascination. In 
all there comes the entrance of evil and a helper, a hero, to face it. 
In all there is a rescue that exacts a terrible cost. Jack rescues Rose 
from the sinking Titanic, but dies of hypothermia. Captain Miller saves 
Private Ryan, but loses his life on the bridge. Aslan rescues the traitor 
Edmund, but must die at the witch’s hand at the stone table. The story, 
it seems, must end in tragedy. But in fact, all the best stories end on a 
note of lasting joy. Snow White is awakened by love’s first kiss and lives 
happily ever after. Private Ryan survives the war and lives to see his 
grandchildren. Aragorn is crowned king and marries Arwen, and Sam the 
hobbit rides home to Rosie and says, “I’m back.”

And what about the great true story we are in? Matthew’s narrative is 
rushing toward its finish. Jesus, the king Himself has come to His city. 
He is speaking to those who have given Him their allegiance. In the 
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Olivet Discourse He is telling them the story’s 
end before He (and they) face the terrible cost 
of their rescue. The end of this story will be 
a happy one only for those who are rightly 
prepared. Are they? Are we?

T E N V I RGI NS—R E A DY OR NOT ? 
Matthew 25:1–13
The two parables that begin chapter 25 are a 
continuation of Jesus’ exhortation in chapter 
24 to be prepared for His return. Both portray 
people awaiting the arrival of someone they 
know is coming. They just don’t know when. In 
both cases the wait turns out to be a lengthy one 
(“at midnight” in the first; “after a long time” in 
the second). Jesus here underlines the need for 
us to be prepared for His coming and warns of 
what will happen if we are not.

The first parable is about 10 virgins who “went 
to meet” a bridegroom (v. 1, cf. Matt. 9:15; 2 
Cor. 11:2) and wound up waiting until midnight. 
Acquaintance with the cultural background helps 
us understand the parable’s meaning. Jewish 
weddings normally had the groom go to the 
bride’s home and lead her back to his home, 
where festivities would begin. The bridesmaids 
were to wait for his arrival at the bride’s house, 
ready to escort the procession. Weddings usually 
took place at night, which explains the need for 
light. The Greek word translated as “lamps” in 
both NIV and ESV (not the same word as in 5:15) 
is better translated as “torches.”

There are five “wise” and five “foolish” 
maidens (v. 2). The number does not indicate 
“that half of mankind will be saved, but merely 
that there were two types of maidens, and 
the hearer must decide which type to imitate” 
(Filson). The wise bring extra olive oil in case 
the bridegroom is delayed and the torches burn 
low. The foolish ones have not, apparently, 
considered that possibility!

All 10 drift off to sleep for an undefined period 
of time because “the bridegroom was delayed” 
(cf. 24:48). There is no blame attached to 
their falling asleep, for the hour is late. The 
bridegroom’s sudden approach startles them 
into wakefulness. The wise are prepared, but 
the foolish are not. When they ask the wise for 
extra oil, the wise decline: “Since there will not 
be enough for us and for you, go rather . . . and 
buy for yourselves” (v. 9). This response is not 
born of selfishness but of common sense, for if 
the torches went out in midnight’s darkness, the 
procession would be a disaster. It’s possible that 
Jesus is warning against the notion that one can 
use the spiritual resources of another person 
to assure his own salvation. This writer vividly 
recalls an unbelieving husband’s quip during a 
home visit: “My wife takes care of the religion 
for the both of us.”

Readers may be perplexed at the seemingly 
harsh words of the bridegroom to the 
latecomers, who ask, “Lord, open to us.” His 
response? “I do not know you” (v. 12).

It is a parabolic replay of the stern warning of 
Jesus in the Sermon on the Mount, in which 
Jesus will say to some, “I never knew you; 
depart from me” (7:23). The closing of the door 
and the words of the bridegroom stress the 
finality that surrounds Judgment Day. There 
comes a time when it is too late for those 
unprepared people who procrastinated or even 
ignored God’s invitation. THE DOOR WAS SHUT. 
We cannot hear or read this parable without a 
kind of shiver down our backs. Urgently on the 
heels of “you also must be ready” (24:44) comes 
the warning: “Watch therefore” (v. 13)! We must 
not miss the “marriage supper of the Lamb” 
(Rev. 19:9).
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T H E TA LEN TS—USED OR WA ST ED ? 
Matthew 25:14–30
In chapter 24, the summons to be ready was 
followed by an explanation of how that can 
happen by means of the parable of the faithful 
and wise servant (24:45–51). Here, likewise, 
the summons to watch is followed by a parable 
explaining how we are to occupy our time as we 
do so. Luke 19:11–27 records a parable with 
many similarities.

The parable of the talents begins by 
introducing “a man going on a journey” who 
entrusted his cash assets to his servants 
during his absence (v. 14). Jesus Himself 
is that man, and all of us disciples are 
the servants to whom the Lord entrusts 
responsibility for service while we await His 
return. The word “talent” was originally a 
measure of weight (60–80 pounds), and then 
a sizable unit of coinage, worth 6,000 denarii 
(approximately 20 years’ wages!). It has come 
into English as a word describing a natural or 
supernatural ability one has been given.

The servants are given varying amounts of 
money to work with, but even one talent (as 
we noted above) was a vast sum. In Matthew’s 
parable, the talents are distributed in differing 
amounts, based on the master’s evaluation of 
the servants’ capacities. In Luke’s version, all 
get the same amount. In any case, no glory 
or blame attaches to the differing amounts. 
The master only cares that the servants work 
faithfully with what they’ve been given. Paul will 

later say the same when he acknowledges that 
we have “gifts that differ” and urges, “let us use 
them” (Rom. 12:6).

The servants are accountable for what they 
do while their master is away. The journey of 
the man in the parable corresponds to Jesus’ 
absence between His ascension and His return, 
an interval that will last “a long time” (v. 19), 
even as the groom in the previous parable was 
delayed until midnight (v. 6). Both parables thus 
remind us readers that Jesus’ return will not be 
immediate, and we must settle in for a lengthy 
wait. Still, we are to stay alert (v. 13) and make 
the most of the time we have, for our master 
will come suddenly and unexpectedly and 
“settle accounts” with us (v. 19). As the creeds 
put it, He “will come to judge.”

The first two servants prove faithful and 
diligent and set to work “at once” (v. 16). Both 
are faithful, both double the money they’ve 
been given, and when the master returns, they 
receive the identical commendation: “Well 
done, good and faithful servant. You have been 
faithful over a little; I will set you over much. 
Enter into the joy of your master” (vv. 21, 23). 
The third servant does not waste the money (as 
did the prodigal son) nor lose it by carelessness. 
Instead, he buries it in a hole. This act, which 
seems strange to us, was actually a common 
way of protecting property at that time. Eduard 
Schweitzer reports that, according to rabbinic 
law, burying property was the safest course and 
would absolve the servant from any liability!

In God’s kingdom there is a kind of law of spiritual atrophy: 
when gifts are not exercised, they are withdrawn.
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That third servant guesses that more is expected, 
however, so he blames the master for his own 
laziness, accusing him of being a “hard” man 
(Greek, skleeros) who would gather where he 
“scattered no seed” (v. 24). But the master will 
not let him make laziness a virtue. Using the 
servant’s own words, he condemns his failure 
to act. If the master were so hard and grasping, 
should the servant not have “invested [the] money 
with the bankers” where it could at least have 
earned interest (v. 27)? The wicked servant’s 
talent is taken from him and given to the man 
who now has ten (see 13:12; 21:43). The “good 
for nothing slave” (Goodspeed) is flung into “outer 
darkness” where there is “weeping and gnashing 
of teeth,” the same end decreed for the “wicked 
servant” in the earlier parable (24:48–51).

All of this should give us pause as we consider 
our common tendency to complain that we have 
little talent and to excuse our failure to use what 
we do have. In God’s kingdom there is a kind 
of law of spiritual atrophy: when gifts are not 
exercised, they are withdrawn. Those who love the 
Lord and know His goodness are not afraid to use 
whatever they have been given.

T H E K I NG ON T H E 
JU D GMEN T T H RON E 
Matthew 25:31–46
Jesus closes this long discourse with a 
breathtaking description of the last judgment. 
In this scene, unique to Matthew, “the Son of 
Man comes in his glory, and all the angels with 
him” (v. 31). One can almost hear majestic music 
playing! The scope is vast. The angels who sang 
at His birth (Luke 2:13–14) and delivered vital 
messages to Joseph and the wise men now 
attend Jesus as He returns in glory. “All the 
nations” (v. 32) are gathered before that glorious 
throne. No one will be missing. No one will be 
able to hide. Jesus Himself will execute the final 
judgment on all humankind for His Father.

Jesus elsewhere makes plain that people’s 
guilt or innocence happened already in their 
acceptance or rejection of Him: “Whoever 
believes in him is not condemned, but whoever 
does not believe is condemned already” (John 
3:18). Here at the great throne the king’s verdict 
is publicly pronounced and the sentence is 
carried out in the separation of people into two 
groups, “as a shepherd separates the sheep 
from the goats” (v. 32). Fittingly, the “sheep” 
are placed at His “right hand,” traditionally 
understood by Jews as one’s “clean” hand and 
the place of honor (Ps. 110:1; Matt. 22:44). 
Sheep and goats, which pastured together 
during the day, were separated into different 
pens at night, with the shepherd standing at the 
entrance as a kind of human doorway (cf. John 
10:7–9) through which each animal had to pass. 
In the same way, people who lived together, 
worked together, and even went to church 
together will be finally and eternally separated 
on that momentous day. There will be only two 
destinations. There will be no shades of gray.

What decides the matter? Why do some go away 
“into eternal punishment” while others go “into 
eternal life” (v. 46)? In John 3:16 it’s clearly a 
matter of faith—“whoever believes” will “have 
eternal life.” But initially it seems otherwise here. 
A cursory reading of the scene leads the reader 
to suppose that the decisive matter is simply our 
response to human need—feeding the hungry, 
tending the sick, clothing the naked, welcoming 
strangers, and visiting prisoners. Who can argue 
that these are not crucial matters in a needy 
world, and that they are not somehow connected 
with our final destiny? But what, exactly, is the 
connection between such good works and one’s 
faith in determining where we spend eternity? We 
must reread the scene more carefully.

Listen to the words of the king to the saved: 
“Come, you who are blessed by my Father, 
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inherit . . . ” (v. 34). This is not a summons to 
claim a reward but an invitation to receive a gift 
long prepared. The crucial issue woven through 
Matthew’s Gospel has been the response of people 
to Jesus and His message. It remains the issue 
here. In everything the righteous have done, they 
have demonstrated their response to Him. Six 
times He repeats, “You [showed some care to] me.” 
When? “As you did it to one of the least of these my 
brothers, you did it to me” (v. 40).

Who are these “brothers”? The wider context in 
Matthew reveals that they are not just any “needy 
people” who happen across our path, though that is 
our usual understanding. Aside from its use to denote 
a sibling relationship, the word “brother” in Matthew 
is always used to denote believers. In 12:48–50 
Jesus provides an explicit definition: “Whoever 
does the will of my Father in heaven is my brother.” 
“Brothers” sometimes refers even more narrowly to 
the apostles. After His resurrection, Jesus instructs 
the women to tell “my brothers” to meet Him in 
Galilee (28:10). The Gospel’s final scene then shows 
Jesus meeting with the remaining eleven apostles.

The judgment, therefore, is not simply a matter of 
how well we performed “social ministry” to the 
poor and needy, but chiefly how we received and 
responded to those who represented Jesus and 
brought His message! That is, in fact, the point Jesus 
makes at the end of the mission discourse in chapter 
10. To the twelve apostles who are about to be sent 
out with that message, Jesus says, “Whoever receives 
you receives me” (10:40)—nor is it just those twelve 
men on that particular mission. Jesus expands 
His promise to include whatever “prophets” and 
“righteous ones” will be sent out later on. All of those 
disciples who represent Him are the “little ones” 
(10:42) who are to be welcomed and shown ordinary 
kindnesses (“a cup of cold water”). Those who do so 
will be rewarded. At the heart of the judgment, then, 
is the response people make to these “little ones,” the 
Gospel’s messengers. They represent the Christ we 
cannot see, but who truly comes to us in them: “I was 
a stranger and you welcomed me” (v. 35).

One final detail in the judgment scene bears this 
out. To both the “sheep” and the “goats” gathered 
before Him, Jesus indicates someone else in the 
scene: “These my brothers.” The word “these” refers 
to someone there in plain sight, not standing among 
either sheep or goats. Where are “these” people 
standing? A strong case can be made that Jesus is 
pointing to the apostles themselves, who sit beside 
Him at the judgment. So He had promised them: 
“When the Son of Man will sit on his glorious throne, 
you . . . will also sit on twelve thrones, judging the 
twelve tribes of Israel” (19:28).

To say this is NOT to deny the importance of simple 
kindness! How we receive those messengers and 
the Gospel they bring will ALSO shape the response 
we make to the enormous human need that meets 
us everywhere. In a trial, the guilt or innocence of 
the defendant is made plain by the evidence. At the 
last judgment our treatment of others (including 
those Gospel messengers) will be the evidence that 
our faith was either genuine or simply empty words 
(James 2:14–17). One of this writer’s pastors said 
memorably, “If you were on trial for being a Christian, 
would there be enough evidence to convict you?”

This scene in Matthew 25 is what we normally 
picture when we think of Judgment Day. There are, 
of course, other passages that provide additional 
detail. One of those is Revelation 20:11–15, where 
there is also mention of a “throne,” before which are 
gathered all “the dead.” We are shown the opening 
of “books” that have recorded “what they had done.” 
The scene in Matthew is so gripping, in part, because 
it is so very personal. Here we listen to the king’s 
own words spoken to those who stand before Him. 
We also hear the surprised response of all (“When 
did we see you?”) and the futile attempt to explain 
themselves by those who stand condemned (v. 44).

So what will be the verdict on us and on the people 
God places in our path? The question is urgent, for we 
are just now in the middle of the great story, and the 
ending is still being written. Will it be a happy ending?
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PER SONA L A PPLIC AT ION

Lord Jesus Christ, You invite me into a close communion with You. By this study 
of Your Word and the nourishment of Your holy meal, strengthen my devotion, 

enliven my prayers, and encourage my witness, for Your name’s sake. Amen.

For Review
1. What lessons on preparedness do you take away from the two parables in chapter 25?

2. Who are “the least of these my brothers”?

Matthew 26:1–5, 14–16
3. Jesus’ death occurred during Passover. Look up “Passover” online or in footnotes.

 a) What time of year did it occur?

 b) How long did the festival last?

 c) How many Jews came to Jerusalem to participate?

 d) What foods were normally consumed?

 e) What was the “point” of Passover?

4. Who hatched a plot to kill Jesus? Where did the plotters meet? How did Passover figure into their plans?

5. Which disciple offered assistance and what was he given for his help?

Matthew 26:6–13
6. If you had several months’ wages to spend on a single gift, what would you buy and to whom would you 

give it?

7. Compare Matthew’s report of this incident with that in Mark 14:3–9 and John 12:1–8. List some of the 
similarities and differences. Who objects to the woman’s action in each account, and why?

8. How does Jesus respond to the objection? What did He say the woman was really doing?

9. With whom do you identify in this story?

 a) Jesus? b) The woman? c) The disciples? d) The onlookers?
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Matthew 26:17–30
10. How are the preparations for the Passover meal similar to the preparations for Jesus’ entry into Jerusalem 

(21:1–3)?

11. According to v. 23, why did Jesus not attempt to prohibit Judas from betraying Him?

12. Read carefully what Jesus says about the food they are eating. What meaning does He attach to it (cf. Ex. 
24:8, Zech. 9:11)?

13. What do you normally think about as you participate in the Lord’s Supper?

14. What is He describing in v. 29?

15. What’s the last thing the group did together before leaving the room?

Matthew 26:31–46
16. Consult a Bible map for the location of the Mt. of Olives and Gethsemane. How far are they from the city?

17. A large theme in Matthew is the fulfillment of Scripture, a theme echoed several times in this chapter (vv. 
24, 31, 54, 56). What passage does Jesus cite as He predicts the disciples’ desertion?

18. What emotion is Jesus feeling and how does He describe it?

19. How many times does Jesus pray? What is the substance of His prayer? (see 20:22) While He is praying, 
what are the disciples doing?

20. For individual reflection: Where do I most often experience the tug-of-war between my “willing spirit” and 
my “weak flesh”? Against what temptations ought I to be praying at this time in my life?

MEMORY VERSE
Matthew 26:41 “Watch and pray that you may not enter into temptation. The spirit indeed is willing, but the 

flesh is weak.”
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